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DOES A MOTHER BIRD RECOGNIZE HER OWN EGGS? 
by Harold B. Wood, M.D. 
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Some birds, such as bluebirds and swallows, do not resent their 
eggs being handled. While a sandbank was accessible for a seven year 
study, I banded 137 adult and 91 nestling Bank Swallows, with 19 
adults repeating on my 42 occasional visits . Only two adults and two 
nestlings were recorded as returns. ) 

The final year, I transferred 5 eggs from one nest to another j 
hole which contained 5 other eggs. This hole was marked by a stick 
thrust into the sand nearby. Repeated visits there showed the number 
of eggs gradually decrease to only 5. But I neglected to mark one of 
the clutches by a brush and ink, so I never learned if the one 
female knew her own eggs, nor did I determine by repeatedly catching 
all adults which entered the nest if both mothers attended the eggs or 
young. Before another opportunity came for another, corrected investi-
gation, a stean shovel came and removed the entire sand hill, the only 
sandbank within many miles.-- 3016 N. Second St., Harrisburg, Pa. 

* * * 
A REQUEST FOR COOPERATION IN THE EVENING GROSBEAK SURVEY 

by B. M. and M. S. Shaub 

(The following request was received from EBBA member, Benjamin M. 
Shaub, and wife, in a mimeographed letter dated November 16, 1955. Your 
Editor would urge that banders who can contribute to this worthwhile 
project do so. For five years, the Shaubs have published the results of 
their monumental work in the EVENING GROSBEAK SURVEY NEWS, but this 
year, it will not be possible to publish the r esults in this medium. 
However, the tabulation and analysis of Evening Grosbeak distribution 
will continue, and the results thereof will be published in scientific ' 
journals as the occasiona may demand. If you have anything of value 
concerning this species, please send it to t he Shaubs. --Editor) J 

Although publication of the EVENING GROSBEAK SURVEY NEWS will not 
be continued this year, the Evening Grosbeak survey will be carried on 
as .formerly and the results published in occasional papers in one of 
the scientific journals. We feel that the desire of a number of the 
more active collaborators in the survey to have the study of the Even
ing Grosbeak continued on a research basis justifies further study of 
this species. 


